I. Introduction
Exits of personal which is in other words known as wastage, is an important aspects in the study of manpower planning. Many models have been discussed using different types of wastages and also different types of distribution for the loss of man powers, the thresholds and inter decision times. Such models are seen in [6] and [7] .In [1], [2] , [3] and [4] the authors have obtained the mean time to recruitment in a two grade manpower system based on order statistics by assuming different distribution for thresholds.
The problem of time to recruitment is studied by several authors for the organizations consisting of single grade/two grade/ three grades. More specifically for a two grade system, In all the earlier work , the threshold for the organization is minimum or maximum or sum of the thresholds for the loss of manpower in each grades, no attempt has been made so far to design a comprehensive recruitment policy for a system with two or three grades . In [8] a new design for a comprehensive univariate CUM recruitment policy of manpower system is used with 'n' grades in order to bring results proved independently for maximum, minimum model as a special case.
In all previous work , the problem of time to recruitment is studied for only an organization consisting of at most three grades In this paper an organization with n-grades is considered and the mean time to recruitment are obtained using an appropriate univariate CUM policy of recruitment (i.e) " The organization survives iff atleast out of n-grades survives in the sense that threshold crossing has not take place in these grades." when the inter decision time form order statistics.
II. Model Description And Analysis
An organization with n-grades which takes policy decisions at random epoch is considered. At every decision making epoch, a random number of persons quit the organization. There is an associated loss of man hours to the organization if the person quits. The loss of manhours forms a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables. Each grade has its own thresholds. The inter decision time forms an order statistics. The loss of manpower process, inter decision time process and the thresholds are statistically independent. The thresholds for the n -grades are independently and identically distributed exponential random variables.
Let X i ,i=1,2,3… is a continuous random variable denoting the amount of depletion caused to the system due to the exit of persons corresponding to the i th decision, t i , time of occurrence of the i th decision. G k (.): Cumulative distribution function of . Let U i , Independent and identically distributed random variables denoting the time between (i-1) th and i th decision making epoch, i= 1,2,…. f (.) the Probability density function of U i , i=1,2,... f k (.) k-fold convolution of f(.), : Laplace transform of f(.). Let V k (t) be the Probability that there are exactly k decision making epochs in (0,t].Y j a continuous random variable denoting the threshold level for the j th grade. Y be a continuous random variable denoting the threshold level for the organization. H(.) the distribution function of Y. Let T j be the time taken for threshold crossing in the jSince probability density function of loss of manpower g(x) is an exponential with parameter
Consider the population of independent and identically distributed interdecision times with hyper exponential cumulative distribution and the corresponding density function f(t).Assume that be a sample of size m selected from this population .Let be the order statistics corresponding to this sample with respective probability density function . is the first order statistics and is the m th order statistics such that and hence not independent. The probability density function of j th order statistics is given by [Sheldon M.Ross2005]
